
#TeamAUS

Stick at it



#TeamAUS – Getting Involved

BACKGROUND
#TeamAUS celebrates the Australian public’s commitment to ‘staying home’ during 
the COVID-19 pandemic, and the amazing content created by Olympians and the 
general public to stay fit and healthy at home.

THE MESSAGE
We’re all part of a great Australian Team effort - stick at it. Stay fit by training like an 
Olympian – together we’re #TeamAUS



#TeamAUS – Getting Involved
Two Content Types

1) Selfie Videos - Stick at it, we’re #TeamAUS
Draw on your experience as an Olympian to explain how important it is to ‘stick at it’ and work towards the 
greater goal.

EXAMPLE: “Hi – I’m (NAME) from (SPORT). There were times in my sporting journey when the easiest thing was 
to quit, during months of relentless injury. I stuck it out, things got better and I realised my dream by becoming an 
Olympian. Things are not easy and we’re all in a difficult situation right now, but there’s always a long-term goal 
to work towards. Stick it out – things will get better. Together we’re #TeamAUS.”

2)       Activity Videos – ‘Stay healthy at home - train like an Olympian’
Many of you have been publishing videos at home, and the AOC is bringing the videos together into a content 
hub, with the following categories;
a) Workout videos
b) Skills training
c) Health living

Create more of the same videos and they will continue to keep the Australian community healthy at home.



Selfie Videos

YouTube

Selfie Videos – Next Steps
If you wish to publish an inspirational video to the Australian public, encouraging them to ‘stick at it’ 
please follow the steps below;

1. Record a selfie video, drawing on your experiences during your journey to becoming an Olympian
➢ We would like you to talk about a difficult time when it may have been easier to quit
➢ Talk about the emotion of realising your dream
➢ Finish by reiterating how important it is to ‘stick at it’ and work towards a greater goal. 

Together we are #TeamAUS
2. If you’re using Instagram Stories, search TeamAus to find the stickers you can see on the right 
3. Include the hashtag #TeamAUS within your copy and Instagram Stories
4. Tag @AUSOlympicTeam (so that we can share your posts)
5. Publish the video on your chosen social media channels

Contact
If you have any questions, please email William.Jago@Olympics.com.au



Activity Videos

YouTube

Activity Videos – Next Steps
If you wish to help keep the nation healthy by inviting them to ‘train like an Olympian’ please follow 
the steps below;

1. Video your home workout; skills session; or healthy living video
➢ Here’s some inspiration: https://www.olympics.com.au/at-home-with-team-aus

2. Write a social post encouraging your fans to follow your lead, and include the term ‘keep at it’
3. Include hashtags #TeamAUS and #LikeAnOlympian
4. If you’re using Instagram Stories, search TeamAus to find the stickers you can see on the right 
5. Tag your teammates, inviting them to follow your lead
6. Publish the video on your chosen social media channels

We have some examples on the next page.

Contact
If you have any questions, please email William.Jago@Olympics.com.au

https://www.olympics.com.au/at-home-with-team-aus


Examples

YouTube

COPY EXAMPLE
Another home workout for you to have a go 
at training #LikeAnOlympian

It’s been an amazing effort by everyone 
throughout this iso period – stick at and 
we’ll get there. Together we’re #TeamAUS.



#TeamAUS

Stick At It


